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Abstract

In the rapidly changing environment of language learning and teaching, electronic literacies have an increasingly important role to play. While much research on new literacies focuses on the World Wide Web, the aim in this study is to investigate the importance of corpus consultation as a new type of literacy which is of particular relevance in the context of language learning and teaching. After briefly situating the theoretical and pedagogical context of the study in relation to authenticity and learner autonomy, the paper describes an empirical study involving eight postgraduate students of French. As part of a Masters course they write a short text and subsequently attempt to improve it by using concordancing software to consult a small corpus containing texts on a similar subject. The analysis of the results reveals a significant number of changes made by the learners which may be classified as follows in order of frequency: grammatical errors (gender and agreement, prepositions, verb forms/mood, negation and syntax); misspellings, accents and hyphens; lexico-grammatical patterning (native language interference, choice of verb and inappropriate vocabulary); and capitalisation. The conclusion notes that the situation in which these students found themselves (i.e. faced with a text on which the teacher had indicated phrases which could be improved) is replicated in many cases every day, and suggests that corpus consultation may have a useful role to play in the context of interactive feedback, particularly in cases where traditional language learning resources are of little use.

1 Introduction

Developments in Information and Communications Technologies have not just simply provided new ways of teaching the traditional literacies of reading and writing; but have themselves become a new type of literacy, producing a rapidly changing learning environment and presenting a major challenge to learners, teachers and researchers. The concept of literacy now includes not only the knowledge and skills which are traditionally associated with that concept, but also the ability to select, evaluate and use the electronic tools and resources appropriate for the activity which is being undertaken. It is not surprising that much of the literature relating to these new literacies focuses on the use of the World Wide Web (Warschauer, 1999; Cope & Kalantzis, 2000; Kasper, 2000;
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Murray, 2000; Richards, 2000), and yet it is clear to those researching in the area of
learner access to corpora that for language learners at an advanced level, corpus consul-
tation skills may form a particularly important new literacy. Despite a number of recent
studies (Cobb, 1997; Bowker, 1998; Kennedy & Miceli, 2001), there is a dearth of
empirical studies which could form the basis of developments in language pedagogy.

This article presents the results of a pilot study as part of a research project involving
students of French at Masters level, who are given the opportunity to improve a short text
which they have written in French by using concordancing software to consult a small
semi-specialised corpus of texts by native speakers on a similar subject. The aim is to dis-
cover if corpus consultation skills can improve aspects of their writing skills, and what
particular aspects of writing skills are involved. The experiment includes changes relat-
ing to morphological and syntactical accuracy, but focuses primarily on the learners’ abil-
ity to use – and more particularly to learn to use – the type of lexico-grammatical patterns
found in the writing of native speakers on the same subject. It is this aspect of language
which receives most attention from researchers. As Tognini-Bonelli (2001:24) observes:
“What is consistently shown by corpus work is the strict correlation between lexical and
grammatical choices which extend the boundaries of the initial unit”. After a brief exami-
nation of the pedagogical context, relating in particular to authenticity and autonomy, the
corpus and the empirical study will be described and the results examined.

2 Pedagogical context: authenticity and autonomy

The theoretical and pedagogical context of this study draws on a number of areas within
second language acquisition research in addition to corpus linguistics itself, most
notably authenticity and autonomy. Despite Chomsky’s criticism of the representativity
of the corpus (1957:159), it is now generally accepted as a valuable source of informa-
tion on actual language use. However, once one begins to consider the use of the corpus
by learners as a resource, the situation becomes more complex. In the well-known
debate between Widdowson (2000; 2001), Stubbs (2001) and others, the corpus has
been criticised for lacking authenticity: “What is not taken into account is the pedagogic
perspective, the contextual conditions that have to be met in the classroom for language
to be a reality for the learners” (Widdowson, 2000:7). However, counterarguments have
been put forward, drawing on the concept of authenticity as involving an activity or a
process rather than an inherent quality, a concept developed by Widdowson himself
(1983:30) and later elaborated by van Lier (1996). According to these counterargu-
ments, the learner recontextualises or authenticates the corpus in the process of consult-
ing it. Mishan (forthcoming), pointing out the necessity of giving learners access to
what Widdowson (1983:30) would call ‘genuine’ texts, argues that means of authenti-
cating corpora for teaching and learning purposes must be found, and puts forward a
number of recommendations. Furthermore, Gavioli and Aston (2001:241) note that:

[…] there is an alternative way of authenticating discourse, by adopting the role of
an observer (Aston, 1988). While the participant interacts with the text as an
intended recipient, the observer views this interaction from the outside, adopting a
critical, analytic perspective. Observer as well as participant roles can allow learn-
ing: observation allows strategies of interaction to be noticed, while participation
allows such strategies to be tested.

This implies that the learner’s interaction with the corpus, involving the observation and then the selection and use of items which have been observed, can be a valid language-learning activity. A detailed consideration of the debate on the authenticity of corpora and corpus consultation is beyond the scope of the present study, but it is important to note that in this case Widdowson’s main criticism of corpora as “decontextualized language” (2000:7) does not apply. The texts are not totally decontextualised here, as we shall see. The students are already familiar with this type of writing and with the context in which the texts were published, even with many of the actual texts, and they are consulting the corpus to assist them in the production of texts which deal with topics similar to those in the corpus.

The second area of research within second language acquisition which is of particular relevance to this study is learner autonomy. In consulting the corpus to assist them in writing French, the students are part of a “paradigm-shift from a process-control model of language instruction to an information-resource model in which learners explore the language for themselves and the role of instruction is to provide tools and resources for doing so” (Cobb, 1997:301). McEnery and Wilson (1997) emphasise that even when consulting a concordance printout, let alone a corpus, the student becomes a researcher. For them, corpus-based learning is synonymous with discovery learning, divergent learning, mediated learning and a move away from teacher-led learning, to a situation in which the teacher “may point the general direction for the students, that is, tell them what points to examine and what questions to ask. But it is the students who lead themselves and one another through the learning process” (1997:6). At a later stage in the process, the students could of course decide for themselves what questions to ask and become even more self-directed. In other words this scenario corresponds to many of the central features of learner autonomy. As Johns pointed out as early as 1986, corpora and concordancing transform language learning into “a species of research activity” (1986:160) and transform the role of the teacher into that of adviser or guide. Indeed, the inspiration for this particular study came partly from a comment by Johns in this same article:

The third, and most important, potential use of an interactive concordancer is as a learning resource to be used freely by students on their own initiative with the role of the teacher restricted to suggesting points at which it may help to solve learning difficulties. One possibility with which we have experimented is its use in helping students to correct their written work, some mistakes being underlined and a ‘C’ placed in the margin signifying ‘You have used this word in a way which is different from how an English person would use it: if you get a concordance of the word you should be able to work out a suitable correction for yourself (1986:161).

Johns is clearly referring to his own students here, who would have been familiar with the consultation of concordance printouts and no doubt influenced by his infectious enthusiasm for concordancing. However, we have found that students require considerable guidance if they are to benefit from corpus consultation, and a number of recent research publications focus on this area (Kennedy & Miceli, 2001; 2002).
3 The small semi-specialised corpus

The two most important decisions concerning the corpus to be provided concern the nature of the texts and the number of words. It was decided to provide a corpus of texts on topics similar to those studied in this part of the course, which could be updated from year to year. As the students’ task is to write a commentary on a text, the corpus would ideally contain similar commentaries written by native speakers, but this was not possible. Therefore, it was decided to include texts in French relating to the history and development of the French language and to current issues relating to the language, written by educated and informed native speakers, thus providing the students with models of well-written contemporary standard French. The resulting untagged corpus, 165,000 words at the time the study was carried out, contains two sub-corpora. The first (125,000 words from *Le Monde*) deals with current issues relating to the French language, and is divided into two equally sized sub-corpora, the first dealing with the defence of the French language in general and the second more specifically with the controversy surrounding the non-ratification by France of La Charte européenne des langues régionales ou minoritaires. The second sub-corpus (40,000 words) includes a text on the history and development of the French language (Leclerc, 2000). This is part of a substantial Web-based text which is recommended to the students as an introduction to the subject. It is academic writing in a didactic rather than a research context. A number of issues relating to the appropriateness, as well as the availability of these texts, were taken into consideration. The Leclerc text was deemed appropriate as it dealt with the subject of the commentary in an academic context, and the journalistic articles were included as they briefly presented and argued opinions on issues related to the same current issues which were the subject of the students’ written work. In that sense they were closer to the student writing (a short commentary analysing a French text) than the longer academic text. Availability was not an issue, as permission had been acquired from those holding copyright to include these texts in the corpus. It is intended to add a number of academic articles on relevant topics to the corpus in the future, when permission is obtained from those holding the copyright. This corpus corresponds to Aston’s definition of a small semi-specialised corpus as typically between 20,000 and 200,000 words (1997:54). To paraphrase Aston (1997:55–58), small corpora have advantages over their larger counterparts for such uses: they are easier to manage; easier to interpret; easier to construct; easier to reconstruct; more clearly patterned; and their limits are clearer. The corpus analysis tool or concordancer being used for the purpose of this study is WordSmith Tools.

4 Empirical study – methodology

4.1 Methodology and context

As studies involving corpus consultation by learners are few in number, there is as yet no clearly defined methodology on which one can rely. Published studies include quantitative research (Cobb, 1997; Bowker, 1998), qualitative research focusing on learner strategies and teacher guidance (Kennedy & Miceli, 2001; 2002) and a longitudinal case study of learners (Turnbull & Burston, 1998). The aim of this study is to obtain information on
the type of changes made by the learners in order to complement existing research and to assist us in presenting future guidance to students. In this sense the study can be classified as action research, with the aim of informing future professional practice.

The students involved in the study are eight advanced learners of French following the MA in French at the University of Limerick in the 2002–2003 Academic Year. Two features of the programme make it suitable for this empirical study, in that it includes both a module entitled La langue française aujourd’hui, involving the study of the history of the French language and current issues relating to it, and a module entitled Technologies de l’Information et de la Communication et études de langues, focusing on ICT and language studies, and including the use of corpora in language learning. As part of the module requirements for La langue française aujourd’hui, students complete a written assessment. Indeed, the programme involves many writing tasks such as commentaries and essays; therefore, students are highly motivated to participate in a project with the aim of improving their writing skills.

4.2 The stages of the study

1. Written assessment
2. Training in corpus consultation skills
3. Empirical study – two-hour session

Stage 1: Written assessment. This consists of a short commentary in French (600 words) on a text in French relating to an aspect of the French language. Students are asked to situate the passage in its context, examine the issues involved and comment on the author’s stance. The text chosen in 2002 was an editorial from Ouest-France on 18 June 1999 concerning France’s refusal to ratify the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages. The commentary is written in a two-hour supervised session, during which students may consult dictionaries. At this time none of them has had any training in corpus consultation skills (this is confirmed later in the questionnaires). The marking process took the form of underlining errors/mistakes1 and placing x in the margin to indicate a basic inaccuracy, for example in gender, agreement, verb forms etc. In addition, words and phrases which did not correspond to standard written French were underlined. No explanation or feedback was provided at this stage, as would normally have been the case. Instead the students were informed that this feedback would take the form of an empirical study, and their agreement was confirmed. The commentaries, which were then typed and e-mailed to the researcher, were reformatted to leave multiple spacing of approximately three centimetres between each line of text so that students could easily write any changes they made above the original version. The underlining made by the lecturer as part of the original grading was added to the printed version, and each underlining was numbered.

Stage 2: Training in corpus consultation skills. As part of the module Technologies de

---

1 It is not always possible for the researcher/lecturer to distinguish between errors, where the student is unaware of the correct form, and mistakes, which may be the result of hastiness etc. Henceforth, the terms ‘errors’ will be used to refer to both errors and mistakes unless otherwise stated.
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Stage 3: Empirical Study. This took the form of a two-hour session in the computer laboratory in the week following the lectures and seminars described above. The session was organised in three stages. After an introduction of ten minutes outlining what they had to do, the students were allowed up to 100 minutes to consult the corpus and make any changes they wished, and then given ten minutes to fill in the evaluation forms. The only assistance provided during this process was technical (relating to the use of the software); no linguistic assistance was provided. During this time the students were asked to try to improve those parts of the texts which had been underlined. They had to study the words and phrases underlined in their text, search the corpus for ways to help them improve these phrases, look at the results of the concordance and decide if they wanted to change their text. If so, they had to

a. Write the correction or the new word or phrase above the text of the original essay (only indicating those changes which resulted as a consequence of using the corpus).

b. Fill in the form which was attached with details of the search word they used, the results of the concordance and what they discovered.

Students were also asked not to limit themselves to the phrases which had been underlined. If they had time they were asked to choose a phrase/sentence from their text that they were unhappy with and see if there was any way in which they could use the corpus to improve this. None took advantage of this suggestion, and, as we shall see, one student noted in the evaluation questionnaire that it would be difficult to improve an unmarked piece.
5 Analysis of results

5.1 Classifying the errors and changes

The commentaries produced using traditional resources were compared with those improved with the aid of a corpus, in order to evaluate the influence which corpus consultation had on the students’ writing skills in French. The evaluation forms completed by the students were also analysed in order to gain information on their reactions to this process. It is important to note that the number of changes made was not confined to a small number of students – see Table 1.

The texts were then examined and changes were classified according to the categories indicated in Table 2. For example, noun + verb indicates that the noun identified was either used with an incorrect verb or a verb that was overused, or used in the wrong context, and that the student proceeded to do a concordance search on a noun to help them find an alternative verb to be used in that context. This table classifies the changes made in order of frequency, and indicates if the resulting change was positive, negative, or neither of these. The most frequent changes were in the areas of grammar (31) followed by misspellings (23), lexico-grammatical patterning (18), and capitalisation (7). The smallest number of changes was made in the areas of register (1) and punctuation (1). It was not always obvious how certain changes should be categorised. For example, au même temps (at the same time) and dans une façon positive (in a positive way) have been placed in the category of prepositions, although there is very probably an element of native language interference involved as well. However, they were classified under grammatical errors involving prepositions. This enabled us to include under native language interference only examples involving lexico-grammatical patterning.

The analysis of the changes will focus firstly on those errors which could have been corrected using traditional resources and then on changes in areas where traditional resources would have been of little or no use.

5.2 Correcting basic errors

Gender and agreement were involved in fifteen cases where the corpus was used to check the correct form, with thirteen successful changes, where nouns had been assigned the incorrect gender (10), or where the agreement between the noun and adjective was incorrect (3). Given that the errors involved here are of a very basic nature, it is impossible to prove that the students could not have produced the correct version simply by looking carefully at the word or phrase. However, the students do appear to have followed the guidelines to include information only on changes made using the concor-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary of results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number of changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative changes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
dancer. Many of them spotted errors or mistakes, in particular accents, and changed them without consulting the corpus and without commenting on these on the attached forms. These are not included in the analysis. Where basic errors were corrected using the concordancer, this could of course have been done with the help of a dictionary, but it is interesting to note that, as we shall see, students commented in their evaluation forms that corpus consultation was a quick way of checking such issues.

Errors involving the subjunctive, verb forms, negation and syntax were also corrected with the help of the concordancer. For example, one student discovered that le fait que triggers the subjunctive. Another used the concordancer to distinguish between past participles and the present tense (remet and remis), and a third used it to check if a verb should be used in its reflexive form or not. Similarly the four attempts made to correct the use of the negative were successful, as shown in Table 3.

Two attempts were made to correct syntax, one of which was successful. Firstly, the phrase ce que c’est la démocratie was changed to ce qu’est la démocratie. The student also discovered an alternative way of expressing this: en quoi consiste la démocratie. In contrast to this, the phrase En s’y opposant la position logique was not changed to En s’opposant à la position logique. Having carried out a search of opposer, the student

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification of error/mistake</th>
<th>Positive changes</th>
<th>No changes</th>
<th>Negative changes</th>
<th>Total no. changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grammatical errors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender and agreement</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepositions</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb forms/mood</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of the negative</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syntax</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misspelling/accents/hyphens</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexico-grammatical patterning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native language interference</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noun + Verb</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inappropriate vocabulary</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capitalisation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total no. of errors/mistakes</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
failed to identify the problem and thus resolve it. If he had carried out a search of the lemma opposer and its forms using the wildcard facility, he would have discovered 13 examples of *s’oppos\* à, and the pattern of using the preposition à would have been very obvious.

In the case of misspellings, accents and hyphens, traditional resources could have been used to correct the errors, but corpus consultation provided the answer in some cases. In total, students attempted to change 23 misspellings, accents, and hyphens, 16 of which were successfully corrected. It is clear from the results, however, that the dictionary is a simpler alternative here. While the single consonant in the misspelt constitutionelle is easily corrected using constitution* as the search word, the concordancer is of little use in many misspellings such as the missing accents on words such as refuter and lacheté.

5.3 Capitalisation

Checking the corpus for capitalisation proved helpful as students were able to retrieve information which could not be found in the dictionary, namely when exactly to use capital letters in expressions such as, président de la République and la Charte européenne. Six of them had spelt président and européenne with capital letters and all six instances were rectified using the concordancer. One student noted that this has now “reminded me of the difference in French vis-à-vis English” with regard to capitalisation. Only one example of the misuse of a capital letter remained uncorrected, la situation Corse, as the student was unable to identify the problem. Having carried out a search of la situation Corse, and finding no occurrences, the student abandoned the search. A concordance search of the word corse would have revealed the pattern of using a capital letter to refer to the country (94 occurrences), and a small letter in the case of the language (55 occurrences) and adjectives (60 occurrences).

5.4 Lexico-grammatical patterning

The initial stimulus for this study arose from an awareness that corpora and concordancing software provide an excellent means of identifying lexico-grammatical patterning. Although as we have seen, changes in other aspects of language use were more common, the identification of appropriate lexico-grammatical patterns nevertheless provides some of the most interesting results, as they could not have been obtained easily from a dictionary, grammar or course book. Native language interference was clearly
involved in nine cases, eight of which were corrected by consulting the corpus. Examples are included in Table 4, with the search word underlined in each case. They highlight the importance of using the noun as a search word in order to find the correct lexico-grammatical patterning.

In the corpus it is interesting to note the lexico-grammatical patterning of the word question, which can be used as the equivalent of the English word ‘question’, or in a broader sense meaning issue or problem. A search on this word produced 85 results, the clearest patterns of which are summarised in Table 5.

The limited number of results compared with what one would find in a larger corpus does not pose a major problem here. What is interesting to note is that for advanced learners a limited concordance result such as this can provide sufficient information to assist them in improving their writing skills.

Another category of error within lexico-grammatical patterning involves the use of an incorrect, inappropriate or overused verb to accompany a particular noun. This is referred to as Noun + verb. One such verb in French which tends to be overused by native English speakers is *dire* (to say), with students tending to overuse expressions such as *l’auteur dit*. To encourage them to discover a greater variety of reporting verbs the researcher recommended, as part of the tips on the instruction sheet, doing a concordance search on nouns such as Chirac, Jospin, Poignant, président, premier ministre, l’auteur, le texte, le rapport. Thus in one case where *l’auteur dit* had been underlined, a search of the noun auteur enabled the student to propose alternatives such as *rejeter*, *raconter*, *affirmer*, *suggérer*, and *souligner*. In another case the sentence *la phrase est comme si le Président n’avait pas considéré l’importance de sa décision* was replaced by *les mots véhiculent la notion que le Président n’avait pas considéré l’importance de sa décision*, as a result of the use of *texte* as a search word.

### 5.5 Prepositions

One category within grammatical errors which is not easily corrected using traditional resources is the use of prepositions in general, and the prepositions which accompany

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incorrect expression</th>
<th>Corrected expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D’abord il y avait la question de la signer</td>
<td>D’abord il a été question de la signer…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La question qu’il faut se demander</td>
<td>La question qui se pose maintenant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hors de la question</td>
<td>hors de question…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>son ton d’incrédulité</td>
<td>le ton d’incrédulité</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>en personne du Premier Ministre</td>
<td>en la personne du Premier Ministre</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4  Positive changes in the category of native language interference.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incorrect expression</th>
<th>Corrected expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>La/une question de (33)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La question se pose/sera posée – il faut se poser la question….. (12)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Il est/à été question de (5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re/mettre en question (5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5  Lexico-grammatical patterning of question.
verbs in particular. There are no simple rules which can be learned to determine the choice of preposition in a given phrase, and checking each verb in the dictionary can be tedious. All five attempts to correct prepositions were successful. Thus *Chirac a une tendance de changer son avis* became *Chirac a tendance à changer d’avis*, as a result of a search of *tendance*. Similarly *l’auteur fait mention à* was corrected to *fait mention de* by carrying out a concordance of *fait mention*. One student was convinced that the expression *au même temps* was correct, a very common error at undergraduate level which in this case had persisted; a concordance of *mêmes temps* revealed otherwise (twelve occurrences of *en même temps*). This is an example of where the use of the incorrect preposition is very possibly the result of native language interference. One other such example is *dans une façon positive*, which was easily corrected by carrying out a search of *façon*. This student commented that consulting the corpus was “good for unlearning errors”.

6 Student feedback

On completion of the above activity, students were asked to provide written feedback on the changes which they made, and to complete a questionnaire commenting on the corpus consultation process and on their evaluation of this activity as a means of improving writing skills. Firstly, they were asked to answer a number of questions providing information on their computer literacy in general, and more specifically any experience they may already have had with corpora or corpus consultation (none in the case of this study). They were then asked to comment on how helpful they felt that working with the corpus was in improving their writing skills in French (Q7), to evaluate the training provided, if this was sufficient to help them complete the task they had been given (Q8), if not, why not (Q9), if they would consult corpora in the future to help their writing skills (Q10), and if not, why not (Q11). Finally they were asked to comment on what developments in the University would help them to use corpora to improve their writing skills (Q12) and to give details of what they believe to be the main advantages and disadvantages of consulting a corpus to improve their writing skills in French (Q13A and B). The principal results of this evaluation are summarised here.

Responses to Question 7 (To what extent do you feel that working with this corpus has helped improve your writing skills in French?) were generally positive. All found this activity of some help in improving their writing skills: one student replied that it was extremely helpful, four replied that it was very helpful and three replied that it was helpful. None of them found it of little or no help at all. Comments added in response to this question included:

• “Good for ‘unlearning’ errors – i.e. making me search to find out what is wrong with something that I have convinced myself (somehow!) is correct.”
• “Useful to check common usage or verbs/expressions that I might be unsure of.”
• “It has opened my eyes.”

Seven of the students reported that the training was sufficient to help them complete the task they had been given (Q8), while one reported that he was unsure but suggested that: “group work with a proficient tutor per group” would improve the training (Q9).
When asked if they would consult corpora in the future to help their writing skills (Q10), five said that they would while three of the students were unsure. It is evident from the questionnaires that this hesitation to use corpora again in the future relates primarily to external factors such as the availability of corpora and the software (all three comment on the need for greater availability of corpora in their recommendations), and not to their reaction to the corpus consultation process (two of these students found it helpful, while one found it very helpful). It is interesting to note that one student who found the corpus very helpful and would use corpora again in the future to improve writing skills, specified that it was a qualified yes: “The errors need to be highlighted first. I don’t believe I could significantly improve an unmarked piece.” In response to Question 12 (What developments in the University would help you to use corpora to improve your writing skills?) the following recommendations were made:

- Increase the availability of corpora
- Allow greater access to the software, possibly on a rental basis
- “Need more hands-on time in order to become more proficient and incisive and observant of the software”
- More demonstration on the uses of corpus consultation skills

In response to Question 13(A), the following is a list of the advantages which the students felt were to be gained from using the corpus to improve their writing skills in French. Corpora allow you to:

- Write accurate and good French, to highlight errors and to give options in fixing errors
- Avoid the use of Anglicisms
- Avoid the use of franglais
- Autonomously discover your errors
- Access large bodies of texts
- See words and expressions in context
- Confirm an idea/hunch/phrase
- Find alternatives for any word you tend to overuse
- Check a grammatical query
- Check vocabulary/gender/syntax

However, on the negative side the following comments were made in response to Question 13(B):

- It is time consuming
- You have to have a clear idea of what alternatives to look for so your own subject knowledge has to be pretty advanced
- Not readily available
- It doesn’t always give you suggestions on how to change a phrase
- There isn’t always an occurrence of the word required

In summary, the students’ evaluations reveal both positive and negative reactions,
suggesting that corpus consultation can be of help in a number of areas, but that, for various reasons involving training and the availability of resources, it does not automatically provide a miracle cure for all the problems of language learners. As Gavioli and Aston point out (2001:245):

[...] more research is needed into the design of corpus-based activities, and into their selection and grading. What is it worthwhile to look at in concordances, for whom, and from what corpora? How can corpus-based activities best be integrated with ‘normal’ language teaching, at different levels of proficiency? How can learners (and teachers) best be trained to profit from these resources?

7 Conclusion

This study reveals a number of positive results arising from direct learner access to corpora and also raises a number of important issues in relation to the optimal conditions for such access. On the positive side, the researchers’ assumption that the identification of appropriate lexico-grammatical patterns would figure in the results was confirmed, with native language interference being reduced as a result of corpus consultation, and idiomatic phrases adopted which the students would have had difficulty producing as a result of consulting a dictionary, grammar or course book. This is not, however, the most common result of the corpus consultation, and an unexpected result was the enthusiasm of students at this level for the use of the concordancer as a means of checking basic aspects of language use such as gender and agreement, which could also have been done by using the dictionary. Furthermore, a minor but interesting advantage was the usefulness of the corpus as a resource for checking capitalisation. The semi-specialised nature of the corpus was particularly important here, as a much more substantial general corpus would have been required to ensure the presence of references to a document such as the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages. Apart from this obvious example of the benefit of the semi-specialised corpus, however, it is difficult to draw firm conclusions on its role in the project. It is possible that the high number of positive changes was only possible because the corpus, focusing as it did on the very topic on which the students were writing, was able to provide relevant search results despite its very limited size. In addition, the journalistic articles, which mostly expressed the opinion of the journalists on the controversial topic of France’s hesitation in signing and subsequent refusal to ratify the Charter, involved exactly the context, namely expressing an opinion about a controversial issue, which was involved in the student writing. The prevalence of the word question in both the searches and the results is an interesting illustration of this, with a search based on question producing 85 results in the corpus. On the other hand, researchers such as Bernardini (2000) have also produced positive results using large corpora such as the British National Corpus. For those working on languages where huge corpora are not available, it is interesting to note Dodd’s view that “huge corpora are not necessary for language-teaching purposes. A modest corpus of a million or so words is certainly enough to make a valuable teaching aid and is realistically within the reach of most teaching institutions” (1997:131). For the purposes of more specialised study, 500,000–1,000,000 words may well be an appropriate size, and it is not unrealistic to envisage a scenario where the language resource areas of language
departments would make semi-specialised corpora available to students in the areas being studied.

Finally this study raises questions about the nature of the guidance required for learner access to be successful. It is interesting that one student noted that this particular study would not have been successful if the areas requiring improvement had not been indicated on the text. Underlining or otherwise marking inappropriate use of language in student writing is, however, a very common activity in the language learning context, with the result that the situation in which these students found themselves (i.e. faced with a text on which the teacher had indicated phrases which could be improved) is replicated in many cases every day. There is thus very considerable scope for corpora, of whatever size and nature, to be consulted in the context of interactive feedback, whereby learners see the corrected text not as punitive proof of their weaknesses but rather as a positive stage in their language learning, an interim document which they can take to the language resource area to consult the appropriate corpus, or simply access corpora which could be made available via the World Wide Web. Without the availability of corpora, interactive feedback is limited to the correction of errors in areas covered in traditional resources, whereas the corpus can cover these areas as well as helping to reduce native language interference and other aspects of language use where traditional resources are of little or no benefit.
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